THE MOST SIGNIFICANT RESULTS AND IMPACTS OF
THE WASH PROJECT FOR DROUGHT MITIGATION IN
THE DISTRICTS OF KATAKWI, NAPAK AND AMURIA
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Introduction:
CIDI has been implementing a WASH project for drought mitigation
in the districts of Amuria, Napak and Katakwi from April 2012 to
September 2014. The aim of the project was to; “Contribute to
improved living conditions of the rural border communities in
Napak, Amuria, and Katakwi districts through increased access to
water for domestic use and production. “ The components of the
project included; Conflict Resolution and Peace Building, provision
of water, sanitation and hygiene facilities, rehabilitation of the
existing water sources and lobbying and advocacy.
The project was targeting the boarder communities of Napak,
Katakwi and Amuria. This triangle constitutes of three sub counties
each from one district and these include; Lokopo, Usuk and
Obalanga sub counties with a target population of 25,000 direct
beneficiaries including; the HIV/AIDs infected persons, the women,
children, the elderly and the youths.
The objectives of the project were; Promotion of reconciliation and
peaceful coexistence in the target areas by building capacity of the
communities to tackle water related conflicts and peace building.
Increased accessibility to water and sanitation in the targeted
boarder communities of Amuria, Katakwi and Napak districts by
introducing appropriate water and sanitation systems technologies.
Improved sustainability of water sources through improvement
on functionality and Operation and Maintenance systems to at
least 85%.Citizens’ action ignited towards good governance and
transparency in delivery of water and sanitation services through
advocacy and policy monitoring.

Key significance of the project
The project set out to contribute to increasing access to water for
production and domestic use which has been a resource of conflict
in the Teso Karamoja boarder region for the past couple of decades
and in this regard efforts were also put on building peace and
promoting co existence in the Teso and Karamoja boarder region.
For purposes of sustainability, the project promoted Operation and
maintenance of all project deliverables by strategically training O&M
committees in the project area; this was blended by a component
of WASH advocacy which has empowered the local citizens to
champion the demand for better service delivery by holding their
duty bearers and service providers accountable for better service
delivery.
To date the project has realized a commendable extent of outcomes
and results/ impacts in Napak, Katakwi and Amuria.

Geographical map of Napak, Amuria and Katakwi districts
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FORWARD
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to this issue of the
report of the most significant changes and results of the WASH
project for drought mitigation in Napak, Katakwi and Amuria
districts.
The vision of CIDI is to be the leading NGO offering quality
sustainable services to the poor, disadvantaged and
marginalized communities in Uganda whilst her mission is
to improve people’s livelihoods and create self sustaining
communities in Uganda through provision of equitable,
participatory, integrated development interventions.
There are many communities in Teso and Karamoja region who
are living in abject poverty, conflict, degraded environments
without access to basic social and infrastructural services. It
is against this alarming background that CIDI in partnership
with Misereor/KZE packed this project so as to address the
problems of access to clean and safe water, conflict, operation
and maintenance and to empower communities to demand
for these services from government as well as holding them
accountable for better social service delivery by creating
platforms for engagement and advocacy space. This project was
implemented in Lokopo, Usuk and Obalanga sub counties which
aimed at contributing to improved living conditions for rural
boarder communities in Amuria, Katakwi and Napak through
increased access to water for domestic use and production.

DR. JJUUKO FULGENSIO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR-

This magazine presents the most significant changes and
results achieved during the implementation of this project. In
this regard I take this opportunity to thank Misereor/KZE, all
the stakeholders, development partners, beneficiaries and the
project staff who contributed to the success of this project.
CIDI is grateful for the compassion and responsiveness of
Misereor/KZE in this course, as this makes us proud to be
recognized as one of the leading actors in Urban and Rural
sanitation in Uganda.
This magazine has our projects showcased in pictures which we
ask of you to display on your table to inspire conversation and
get many more to join our movement and carry on the good
work
This publication is dedicated to all stakeholders, development
partners, project beneficiaries, Misereor and CIDI for their
contributions and participation in the implementation of this
project. We take the honor to once again thank everyone who
had a hand in contributing to the success of this project. CIDI is
dedicated and committed to serving the poor and marginalized
communities of Teso and Karamoja so as to tackle poverty.
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WORD FROM THE EDITOR/ PROJECT
MANAGER-WILLIAM OBORE
I take this opportunity to thank Misereor/KZE, the district and
sub county leaders of Napak, Katakwi and Amuria for their
immeasurable contribution to the success of this project. This
was a pilot project that was implemented over a period of
three years from April 2012 to September 2014. This magazine
is CIDI’s exhibition of the project achievements and results
as well as an accountability tool to all stakeholders as you
entrusted us as an agency of development and transparency.
Our interventions were geared towards contributing to
improved living conditions for rural boarder communities
in Amuria, Katakwi and Napak through increased access
to water for domestic use and production particular in the
conflict triangle of Lokopo, Obalanga and Usuk sub counties.
These sub counties benefited from capacity building
initiatives on water, sanitation and hygiene, advocacy, peace
building and conflict resolution among others, construction
and establishment of rain water harvesting facilities,
boreholes, valley dams, model household pit latrines,
drainable VIP pit latrines, rehabilitation of boreholes and
establishment of an operation and maintenance strategy.
With these interventions, CIDI is proud to have contributed
to improvement of the socio well being of the rural poor
communities of Teso and Karamoja.

Brief background
This region is among those worst affected by the protracted
civil strife and violence. The longest violence in Teso region
has been with the Karamojong who have conducted cattle
raids. The People’s Army rebellion from 1986 to 1992 and
the LRA incursion in 2003 to 2008 have also had devastating
effects. The UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs in 2010 estimated that over 2 million people had been
forced into internally displaced camps (IDPs) due to violence
in the region especially for the three districts targeted by this
project; Katakwi, Napak and Amuria. Now the return of over
1.2 million IDPs to their original land in the past 2-3 years and
the restocking programs has led to rapid population growth
and increased demand for water, food, land for cultivation
and grazing. This has put extreme pressure on the limited
water sources in the region. As an entry point, CIDI packaged
an intervention to promote reconciliation amongst tribal
groupings in the project area by equipping them with
skills of conflict resolution and peace building. Both good
traditional ways as well as contemporary approaches of
conflict prevention and peace building were integrated with
the objective of promoting peaceful coexistence.

This region is still in pronounced need despite this support
which calls for more support and cooperation so as to realize
the desired change.
I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to Misereor/KZE
for their continued support in this course.

SUMMARY FACT SHEET
Constructed/ Established facilities

Number

Estimated Beneficiary count

Drainable VIP latrines

13

18,505

Model household pit latrines

55

1,369

Drilled boreholes

8

3,074

Rain water harvesting tanks

11

23,033

Rehabilitated boreholes

6

3,887

Valley dams

3

9,013

Established O&M Committees

41

287

Resolved conflicts by peace CORPs

346

16,382

Replicated model household pit latrines

718

5,744

Total

6

81,274

Construction of valley dams
in Lokopo, Napak and Usuk,
Katakwi

Participatory involvement of local leaders during
construction of Adai valley dam in Abwokodia parish,
Usuk, Katakwi.
Naputhiligoi, Kalojut and Adai valley dams were constructed
by CIDI in Napak and Katakwi. These dam serve an estimated
population of 9,013 people and an estimated 23,000 animals.
These dams provide water for production to the local
communities.

Picture taken during a monitoring visit by the district
leaders of Katakwi and Usuk sub county.

Head teacher of Apeitolim Primary school who also
doubles as a Peace CORP during a community mobilization
campaign for the construction of Kalojut valley dam in
Apeitolim Parish, Lokopo, Napak

Community participation in bush clearing during the
initial ground breaking exercise for the construction of
Naputhiligoi valley dam in Loregae parish, Lokopo, Napak

Gender mainstreaming integrated into project activities
as women get involved in fetching water during the
construction of valley dams in Napak.
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Communities taking part in the construction
of Naputhiligoi valley dam in Napak. Picture
taken during the development of the valley
dam dyke walls
Healthy goats grazing a round Kalojut
dam which readily provides water to
the community for production. This
dam has boosted animal productivity
in Apeitolim

Communities benefiting from Kalojut valley
dam Picture shows community of Apeitolim
engaging in fishing activities in the dam so as
to supplement their household and economic
livelihoods
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Construction of the water in-let for
Naputhiligoi valley dam and silt traps so
as to mitigate the rate of silting of the dam

The valley dams have boosted productivity in these
communities by increasing access to water for production
which has brought about a considerable improvement in
the livelihoods of these communities as evidenced by the
increase in production of beef, mutton, pork, milk, skins and
hides. This has subsequently brought in more revenue to the
beneficiaries and this has impacted positively by reducing the
poverty levels among the beneficiaries. Fishing in the valley
dams has become an inevitable economic activity which
is improving on the food and nutrition in these beneficiary
communitiest.

Replications of the house hold model pit latrines, and
hygiene practices by beneficiary communities
Construction of a drainable VIP latrine at Alito Health
Center II, Obalanga. On site is the contractor and
community project monitors

Adai valley dam in Usuk sub county, Katakwi district
constructed by CIDI with support from Misereor. Picture
Taken during the visit of the RDC Katakwi, Mr. Filbert
Ocailap to CIDI Projects in Usuk Sub County
Adai valley dam Abwokodia Parish, Usuk Sub County,
Katakwi District

Mzee Erutu Pius, 64 years, of Aeket, Obalanga Sub
County benefited from a model household pit patrine
He is our peace CORP and one of the most active
advocates for peace and reconciliation between Teso
and Karamoja.
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CIDI has successfully realized a total of 718 households that
have constructed pit latrines, bath shelters, drying racks and
dug rubbish pits at their homesteads in Apeitolim settlement
area in Napak, Obalanga resettlement area in Amuria and
Usuk in Katakwi. This is a positive outcome that translates
into a success indicator for the project. This was as a result
of training communities on water resource management,
hygeine and sanitation best practices and promoting
household hygiene by piloting construction of model
household demonstration pit latrines in 55 homestaeds
across obalanga, Lokopo and Usuk sub counties

Community latrine constructed in Lokok Parish, Apeitolim

as a result of replication of the model household pit
latrines constructed by the project

Local Council one chairman of Lokok
village, who replicated the model
house hold pit latrine and constructed
one for his homestead

Community voice
During the project midterm evaluation, the chairperson Local
Council 1 (LC 1) of Lokok Amerekek community said,
“I must admit that in Karamoja sanitation is very poor but
because of your coming to my village and how you kept on
sensitizing us since 2012, we have improved from 1 pit latrine in
the whole village to now 28 pit latrines among the 39 households
in my village and the few households remaining have been
given up to two months to construct their pit latrines, this is a
resolution that was passed locally in the local council one court.”
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Community latrine constructed in Abwokodia
Parish, Usuk as a result of replication of the model
household pit latrines constructed by the project

Project staff extended onsite technical support to project
beneficiaries during the construction of a house hold pit
latrine using locally available materials
Model house hold in Obalanga sub county that adopted
best hygiene and sanitation practices

Replications of the model house hold pit latrines by project
beneficiaries in Obalanga Sub County

Amerekek community. Homestead Pit latrine constructed
using locally available materials

Communities adopting best hygiene practices in ty
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Aanyu Hellen of Abwokodia parish, Usuk who
benefited from a model household pit latrines

Picture taken during a routine monitoring visit of the
established WaSH facilities by the project manager
and the CIDI regional manager to Lokopo health
center II

Winniefred, a widow in Abwokodia parish, Usuk who
benefited from the project model household pitlatrine

Drainable VIP latrine that was constructed in Akworo
Primary school in Usuk sub county

O&M committee of Aeket health center II, Obalanga,
during a routine clean up of their health center facility
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Increasing access to clean and safe water for domestic
use- construction of new boreholes and rehabilitation
of boreholes

Efforts were put on
increasing access to
safe and clean water for
domestic use, CIDI drilled 8
boreholes and rehabilitated
6 boreholes. The project
considered the most
vulnerable communities
which were also difficult to
access.

Contractors during drilling of project
boreholes in Napak

Community participation during pump testing of their
well in Obwapesur Anyanga village, Usuk
Happy community members of Obwapesur Anyanga after
receiving their borehole from CIDI

Pump testing of wells so as to determine the correct
depth of pump installation and as well to collect water
samples for bio chemical testing to determine safety and
composition of water to be consumed
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Community voice

Community of Agonga Parish, Obalanga sub county
celebrating CIDI support in drilling a borehole in their
communit

Community of Akadokodoi Parish, Obalanga, Amuria
district benefiting from clean and safe drinking water

Mr. Odeng Francis is a bonafide resident of Akodokodoi
village in Obalanga sub county, his village benefited from a
borehole constructed by CIDI. During a joint monitoring visit
with the district officials of Amuria, Mr. Odeng spoke out and
said;
“From the time of creation to date, Akodokodoi village has never
known the taste of borehole water, all our grandparents and
predecessors collected and drunk water from the surrounding
swamp, most of these people died of dysentery because of
consuming unclean and unsafe water, this was because our
village was said to be inaccessible, but CIDI has managed to drill
and construct for us the first borehole in our village. It is good
news to hear that God has used men and women who have a
passion for service delivery, and it is our prayer that such projects
come and save the many villages that are suffering like we were
before.”

Community of Loko village in Apeitolim that benefited from a
borehole

Aeket community borehole
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Project O&M startegy emphasizes fencing of all boreholes so as to protect them from contamination by animals
Water is life as residents of Apeitolim line for water from a source rehabilitated by CIDI

Communities participating
in fencing of their borehole
using locally available
materials in Aridai parish,
Obalanga under the O&M
strategy developed by the
project
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Comment from Amuria district
water officer, Eng. Phillip Obaate
During a capacity building initiative organized by
CIDI on participatory planning and budgeting in
Amuria district, the water officer, Mr. Obaate Phillip
recognized our efforts and in his submission he said;

“

….I must thank CIDI, for the simple and clear
approach and strategy they are using so as to

Community voice
Ariamareng West community benefited from the borehole
drilled by CIDI.
•

This has caused great positive change like hardly do you
hear of any water conflict cases in this community because
of reduced distances for water from 3 kms to less than ½
km, very soon we shall also be free from water borne
diseases in this village .

•

This voice was of a teacher of Okolimo primary school,
Usuk Sub County

Systems technologies in harvesting
rain water in schools and health
centers

enhance sustainability and community ownership
for all their deliverables. I have appreciated the
functionality of the O&M committees that CIDI has
set up and I must encourage other organizations
who are contributing to the WASH sector in Amuria
to adopt this approach and strategy that CIDI is
using….”

11 Rain Water Harvesting Tanks were constructed in schools
and health centers in Usuk, Lokopo and Obalanga sub
counties

Women fetching water from a borehole constructed close
to their homes in Ariamareng west, Usuk, Katakwi This
community have fenced their borehole using locally
available fencing plant species and have kept their source
very clean and neat
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Construction of rain water harvesting facilities in
Agonga primary school in Obalanga, Amuria

Some of the impacts realized to-date from the sanitation and
hygiene related trainings and the established WASH facilities
in communities, schools and health centers include but are
not limited to: established WASH facilities have increased on
the school friendliness between pupils and teachers as these
facilities have contributed to improving on the hygiene and
sanitation in schools, creating convenience for the girl pupils
during their periods which has encouraged the girl child to
attend school during their menstrual periods, and subsequently
these have brought about an increase in school enrollment and
attendance. Promoting hand washing and increasing access to
clean and safe drinking water has significantly reduced on the
outbreak of sanitation related diseases especially diarrhea and
dysentery.

Picture taken during the midterm review exercise in
Okolimo Primary school in Usuk Sub County

O&M committees during routine maintenance of the
RWHT facilities
A lot of deliberate efforts were geared towards formation,
training and mentoring O&M committees in the project
area. Precisely, this was because there were very few and
ineffective committees of most existing facilities constructed
by government and other development partners. To-date
CIDI has formed trained and mentored 41 O&M committees
in Katakwi, Amuria and Napak districts this was in the interest
of project sustainability. Each of these O&M committees
comprises of seven (7) members (4 males and 3 females).
Because of this approach, CIDI is proud to share with other
stakeholders and partners on their achievement on ensuring
functionality and sustainability of all their established WaSH
facilities, this project was targeting at least 85%, however, we
have achieved close to 100% when all other CIDI projects on
WaSH are aggregated
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The project established various WaSH facilities in schools,
Health centers, administration units and communities, these
facilities included; 11 rain water harvesting tanks, 3 valley
dams, 55 household model pit latrines, 13 drainable VIP
latrines for institutions, rehabilitated 6 boreholes, drilled and
constructed 8 new boreholes. These facilities have benefited
over 80,000 people and an estimate of 112,000 domestic
animals
The new boreholes and the rehabilitated boreholes have
increased access to safe and clean drinking water out of
which various outcomes and impacts have been realized
some of which include; there has been a noticeable reduction
on water related conflicts and out break of water related
diseases especially dysentry, diarrhoea and Urinal Track
Infections

Pupils of Angica primary school in Obalanga, participating
in cleaning of school WaSH facilities during one of the
school WaSH events
WASH Club member of Angica Primary school

Peace building and conflict resolution in Teso-Karamoja
boarder region
Peace building initiatives at community level in Apeitolim,
Lokopo

RWHT facility established in Apeitolim HC III
Peace CORPs and CIDI project staff after a refresher
training on peace building and conflict resolution in
Loregae parish, Lokopo East, Napak
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KARAMOJONG WAR LORD DENOUNCES
CONFLICT AND CATTLE RUSTLING

Cases Registered by Peace
CORPS

A case of Ladieng Mario
During a cross boarder workshop organized by CIDI in
Katakwi in which communities from Obalanga, Usuk and
Lokopo together with the local leaders and district officials
were invited. Ladieng Mario of Apeitolim parish Lokopo
sub county Napak district attended this workshop and
made a captivating submission, he said;
Picture below shows Ladieng Mario of Apeitolim during the
cross boarder workshop organized by CIDI in Katakwi
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CIDI trained 60 peace CORPs in the target region in a bid to
promote reconciliation and peaceful coexistence between
the Teso and the Karamojong by building capacity of the
communities to tackle water related conflicts and peace
building. During the course of the project the peace CORPs
handled and documented a total of 346 cases and these are
presented in the pie chart below.
This pie chart on the right in summary demonstrates a result
of an empowered citizenry with ability to engage and resolve
their conflicts locally. The Peace CORPs have trained and
recruited more community people to join them in the course
of peace building and conflict resolution and to date their
work has greatly contributed to the peaceful co-existence in
the Usuk, Obalanga and Lokopo conflict triangle. The peace
CORPs have been able to register 13 intermarriages which
are courtesy of their gospel of peace and reconciliation and
because of these results the two tribes (Iteso and Karamojong)
will live in unity and harmony

“…. I was one of the most notorious war lords who was
commanding four militia cattle rustling groups that terrorized
Teso and I killed over 500 people, this is something that is now
tormenting me, and I want to take this chance to ask the people
of Teso to forgive him. I remember a scenario where Mzee
Erutu Pius approached me asking me to stop my cattle rustling
operations in the border with Teso, because he is someone I had
encountered several times, I warned him and I told him to be very
careful because several times I had spared his life….”
Ladieng also called out to his former colleagues who are still
rustling cattle saying,
“…my friends it is time to let go what you are doing, come back
home and let’s start a new beginning….”
Participants in this workshop also emphasized that CIDI should
take a lead role in peace building and conflict resolution for
all the peace CORPS in Teso and Karamoja considering CIDI’s
progress in this thematic area.

Peace building initiatives at regional level, cross boarder
workshop on peace building and conflict resolution in
Katakwi
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Submission by the Resident District commissioner (RDC) of
Katakwi, Mr Arwata
“…in conflict resolution, ask yourself if it is a real conflict or an
imaginary conflict- for conflict must have causes and solutions.
Genuine forgiveness is the real drug for conflict resolution. Even if
peace exists, we must pre occupy ourselves with peace, because
violence only begins where reason ends.”
This voice was to encourage the people of Teso and Karamoja
to embrace peace. It also brings out the responsiveness of the
local leaders to peaceful co-existence in Teso and Karamoja
sub regions.

Community dialogue meeting in Lokopo sub county

Lobby and advocacy
Advocacy training on sensitization of communities on civic
rights and entitlements in Lokopo Sub County

Radio talk show programs with deliberations on Peace
building and conflict resolution in the Teso Karamoja
region
Cross boarder workshop. Mr. Arwata RDC Katakwi
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Community dialogue in Alito parish, Obalanga.

Communities engaging with duty bearers to deliberate on
issues fo service delivery

CIDI Team during a community dialogue meeting in
Okolimo primary school, Usuk, Katakwi

Comment from deputy CAO Napak
During the district dialogue conducted in Napak district, the
CAO of Napak said;
“I acknowledge the efforts of CIDI in contributing to improving
access to clean and safe water in Lokopo Sub County, Napak. I
also acknowledge the fact that the people of Lokopo are gaining
a sense of knowledge of their rights and entitlements and
obligations because it can be seen that these people can now
manage investments such as boreholes, valley dams, RWHTs
among other deliverables. So it becomes easy for us to respond to
their advocacy issues because as much as they are demanding,
they are empowered to effectively utilize these investments.”

District dialogue meeting in Napak district head quarters

The deputy CAO of Napak was prompted to make this remarks
after the community members of Apeitolim asked the district
to consider upgrading their health center from HC II to health
center III which comes with more staffing, maternity, more
stock-ins and access to anti retroviral drugs. Previously, the
people of Apeitolim would move to Matany Catholic mission
hospital which is over 70 Km away seeking for these services.
The demand of the people of Apeitolim was fulfilled in 2014.

Citizens’ action ignited towards good
governance and transparency in delivery
of water and sanitation services through
advocacy and policy monitoring
11 CSOs were empowered in areas of advocacy. The project
also facilitated a couple of dialogue meetings at different
levels; there were a couple of capacity building initiatives
on participatory planning and budgeting targeting the local
communities and leaders.
Dialogue engagement
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These initiatives focused on creating an enlightened and
active citizenry with capacity to challenge the status-quo
by gaining a sense of their rights and duties and community
obligations, including the capacity to define and prioritize
their problems, and then acting to address and resolve them
by championing the demand for their rights to clean and safe
water from government and other stakeholders responsible
The project in turn realized that from the interventions
geared towards advocacy, there was civic empowerment
which directly translated into an empowered citizenry with
ability to engage, demand, advocate, monitor and hold
service providers accountable for better service delivery.
This was a derivative of transforming people from individuals
to public citizens who are active and enlightened with
capacity to effectively participate in community monitoring
of development projects, dialogues and the annual planning
and budgeting processes at different levels.

Dr. Jjuuko, Executive Director CIDI joins the celebrating
community to dance to the handover occasion in Akeket,
Obalanga

These citizens were trained and given knowledge of civic
rights and duties and practical tools, techniques and
strategies to engage with duty bearers at different levels so
as to better place them as committed advocates for their
own as well as larger societal interests for an effective and
sustainable advocacy

Community of Akworo, Usuk display a thanks message for
CIDI after the handover ceremony.
This community benefited from a rehabilitated borehole, a
drainable VIP latrine and 7 model household pit latrines

Handover ceremonies for the completed WASH facilities
Community members of Aeket Parish in Obalanga,
performing a traditional dance during the handover
ceremony at Aeket Primary school

This community benefited from a VIP latrine in Aeket health
center II, a rehabilitated community borehole, a RWHT facility
in Aeket Primary school, a drilled borehole in Akodokodoi
village and 5 house hold model pit latrines
Sub county chief of Lokopo sub county, Napak signing the
hand over MOU with CIDI during the handover ceremony
organized in Napak district local government head
quarters
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Lessons from the Target Group/ beneficiaries
•

Communities are appreciating the need for inclusion of gender issues in the project activities. This was demonstrated by
the involvement of all the sections of people in the communities during the implementation of project activities that is
women, men, children, the youths and the elders.

•

The target group appreciates that their participation and involvement in the project activities especially the operation
and maintenance is key in ensuring ownership and sustainability of the project.

•

Communities are generally knowledgeable about issues concerning them especially in Teso, they only need to be
guided in order to forge a way forward for development .A case in point is where they have been sensitized on hygiene
and sanitation and peace building by CIDI and they have appreciated the fact that there is still need to promote the
aspect of water for production and for domestic use.

Lessons from (Organization) CIDI
•

There is need to venture more on water for production, advocacy and sanitation and hygiene because the region is
moving away from cattle keeping and rustling to settling into productive livelihood economic activities.

Going forward
By the grace of God and his mercies, the communities of Lokopo, Usuk and Obalanga will benefit from a phase II of the WASH
project for drought mitigation. This new project will aim at contributing to improved livelihoods of at least 60,000 direct and
about 120,000 indirect beneficiaries of rural boarder communities in Amuria, Katakwi and Napak districts through improved
access to water, hygiene and sanitation and promotion of better environment management practices by March 2017.
This serves as an invite to all stakeholders, development partners, communities and service providers to once again step
up and extend support in cooperating, mobilizing and taking part in project activities so as to foster ownership which will
translate into sustainability.
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About the book
This magazine has our projects showcased in pictures which we ask of you to display on your table to inspire
conversation and get many more to join our movement and carry on the good work
This publication is dedicated to all stakeholders, development partners, project beneficiaries, Misereor and CIDI for their
contributions and participation in the implementation of this project. We take the honor to once again thank everyone who
had a hand in contributing to the success of this project. CIDI is dedicated and committed to serving the poor and marginalized
communities of Teso and Karamoja so as to tackle poverty.
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